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Primary Coverage Areas

Both C and T should close down on shots
Trial

- What Should I be watching
  - Ball Dribblers
  - Division Line & Side Line
  - Off ball Action
Center

• What Should I be watching
  • Off ball Screens
  • Sideline
  • Backside Low Block Action
Lead

• What Should I be watching
  • Low Block Action on Strong side
  • End Line
  • Post Players and their movement
What do you do?

• Working with Experience Referees
• Why is your Partner calling in your primary
• How to get your partner to stop calling in your primary
• When do you need to take the lead on the play
• Communication with your Partners
• Coach is all over you because of one of your partners calls
When is it Acceptable to Leave Your Primary

- Crew saving calls
- Partner is screened
- Be Late on your whistle
- Clock issues
- Table issues
Questions?